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so perfect for you and your own entire life. The Mm Who Bad No Idea."Not once you understand what this graveyard is and why it became what it did," Song said. She
was."Where did you get it?" asked Amos..West Coast That is the reason your paycheck was not delivered to you today. Regrettably, it is also the."Ten," he insisted. "Ten is
a lot".didn't see it. If we're a colony, we expand. By definition. Historian, what happened to colonies that failed.Now one day in late spring, Brother Hart had gone as usual to
the lowland meadows leaving Hinda.I scooted up in bed and leaned against the headboard. Janice snorted into the pillow and opened one."Not much. He's only been here
since Sunday night. He's very handsome, like an angel, a dark angel. But it wasn't his handsomeness that attracted me." She smiled. "I've seen many handsome men in my
day, you know. It's difficult to verbalize. He has such an incredible innocence. A lost, doomed look that Byron must have had. A vulnerability that makes you want to shield
and protect him. I don't know for sure what it is, but it struck a chord in my soul. Soul," she mused. "Maybe that's it. He wears his soul on his face." She nodded, as if to
herself. "A dangerous thing to do." She looked back up at me. "If that quality, whatever it is, would photograph, he would become a star overnight, whether he could act or
not. Except ?of course?for his infirmity.".Q: What's this red, gritty stuff in my egg salad sandwich?.harder for the rest of us to get our endorsements honestly.".it?" They did,
and as they looked, a section of the webbing was pulled open and a rush of warm air.30.Even if a woman were to have one of her somatic nuclei implanted into one of her
own egg cells and."That's okay," she said. "I'm sure you'd have done just the same for me.".Damon Knight."Curses," said the grey man, "but you're right." He took from his
pocket a strip of crimson cloth with.She was gone, but the hate remained. Nolan felt its force as he."Okay," I said, but I -wasn't entirely convinced. Why would anyone
deliberately and brutally murder inoffensive, invisible Harry Spinner right after he told me he had discovered something "peculiar" about the Detweiler boy? Except the
Detweiler boy?."So. We have a thing here that eats plastic. And seems to be made of plastic, into the bargain. Any."I don't know. But I'd hate to be in the Organizer's
sandals."."I have a plan," said Amos..beckoned them over to her. They linked arms and stood staring up at the sky.."What you can do with your stickers," Barry said
resolutely, "is stick them up your ass. Your asses, rather.".upset you. I was just carious. . . .".proletariat becomes conscious of their oppressions, and they can't become
conscious of anything until they are as articulate as their oppressors. Language and consciousness aren't independent processes, after all. Talking is thinking turned
inside-out. No more, no less.".right, the right, to claim the whole damned universe for themselves?" The captain's voice is going up the.He grinned and shuffled the cards.
"North Carolina. Back in the Blue Ridge.".From Competition 15; Retranslated sf titles89.number or a pending patent mentioned. Smith had called the device Ozo, perhaps
because he thought it.He smiled at her. "No, honey, but maybe there's some hi the ship." She seemed satisfied. She would."Yeah.".sofa could say what had become of
them. He flopped into the empty settee with a sense of complete,.THE MEDIATOR: Nevertheless, I feel that hi fairness both to the Company and to the King."I see him for
your sake," said Hinda. "If he sees me, he does not see you. If he hunts me, he does not hunt you. I do it for you, brother dear.".Mary Lang sighed, slapped her thighs, and
stood up. Like all the others, she was nude and seemed.They sailed all that night and all the next day, and toward evening they pulled in to a rocky shore.She looked back
without stopping. "If you like. I'd like having someone besides myself to talk to. It's.end of that time any of you want to go, you're still citizens of Earth."."Counting
Chromosomes," F&SF, June 1968.]."Reading at index six?".He bent forward, undid the laces, pulled off his right shoe, and handed it to Cinderella..When the moon lit the
clearing, the hunter returned. He could not wait until the morning. Hinda's fear had become his own. He dared not leave her alone. But he moved quietly as a beast in the
dark. He left his dogs behind..It may be because I was always rotten in math, but it wasn't until right then that I figured out."Alert all section leaders on the grid," Colman said
to Driscoll. "And open a channel to Blue One."."Hell, no," she says. "A mountain zephyr can't scare me off."."Then I shall hunt the deer no more," he said, "if you will give me
leave to hunt that which is now all at once dearer to me.".space firms. But I've got one marketable talent?what the interviewer called a peculiarly coordinative."It's a
fascinating magazine. I look at it almost every week. Sometimes I'm just too busy, but usually I skim it, at least".clever enough to know that when a husband and wife agree,
it means a long and happy marriage is.stand. A clerk coded the form and fed it into the computer. The computer instructed Barry to fill out.You may reapply for another
examination at any time. An examination score in or above the eighth percentile will secure the removal of all restrictions, and you will immediately receive your Permanent
License. A score in the sixth or seventh percentile will not affect the validity of your Temporary License, though its expiration date may be extended by this means for a
period of up to three months. A score hi the fifth percentile or below will result in the withdrawal of your Temporary License.."What did Freddy say when you came in?" she
asked in a conspiratorial if not downright friendly.faces she's seeing. Babe, no man can fill me like they do..We flew over and spent most of the day glubbing around in the
Pacific with a bunch of kids fifteen years younger than I and five years younger than Janice. I'd been on these jaunts with Janice before and enjoyed them so much I'd
bought my own wetsuit But I didn't enjoy it nearly as much as I did Saturday night and all of Sunday..steps of the first stage. Ike and I, coming out of our daze, followed him.
Not to try and stop him but to.I sighed. Miss Tremaine closed the pad. "Okay. No to Mrs. Car-mknael and make appointments for Bushyager and Bloomfeld." She lowered
her eyelids at me. I spread my hands. "Would Sam Spade go looking for a French poodle named Gwendolyn?*1.Funny, I thought Goldwyn was dead. Maybe he wasn't..her
arms, then used one hand to hold it while she began pinning it in place. The poly turned a bright."When?"."Alas," said Amos, "he was blown away in the wind." He climbed
up the ladder and handed the grey."It is a map of many places and many treasures, and I need someone to help me find them.".I sat up so fast I almost fell out of the chair.
I gave her a long, hard stare, but her neutral expression.. earlier today, well. . ."."Oh, misery!" screamed the grey man, and stepped back once more..moment he was in the
cubicle and saw that Marvin Kolodny was a completely average young man of.She dug into her ID folder, which was made of the same velvet as her dress, and took out
her."Isn't he adorable?" Darlene said. "He looks just like you."."Fll just get it quickly without any fuss," said the grey man. But when he stepped forward, the unicorn also
stepped forward, and the grey man found the sharp point of the unicorn's horn against the grey cloth of his shut, right where it covered his belly button.."I don't know," he
told her cheerfully. "It's a tough problem, isn't it?".only got a glimpse of it, but it might have been a cat. It was probably a stray looking for food or hiding from a dog. Okay,
cat, you don't bother me and I won't bother you. I kept my eye on the couch, but it didn't show itself again.."They'll just keep tossing men and women at the stats until
someone does come back. Sreen or no Sreen." The captain strikes the door again, with the edge of his fist this time. "Sreen!" A bellow which, curiously, does not echo in
the vast antechamber. "Sreenl SREEN!".Then she turned and telephoned the police..death was accidental?a dumb, stupid accident It niggled around in my brain for an hour
before I gave in..Lang raised her eyebrows. "Yes, it was under the dome. The air we exhausted was warm, you see,."Why, no-she's in Cleveland, Tom."."What?" She slurs
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the word sleepily..I helped her to her feet and into her cape. With a hand under her elbow, I guided her out of the Beta Cygnus, leaving the dancer staring open-mouthed
after us.."Do you live with your wife?".seats to bring us all back. You can bet on there being more modifications when we send in our report on.27."I can understand the
drink," he said, carefully. "Ethanol is a simple compound and could fit into many different chemistries. But it's hard to believe that you've survived eating the food these
plants produced for you.".144.Yon are watching an old movie, Bob and Ted and Carol and Alice. The humor seems infantile and unimaginative to you; you are not
interested in the actresses' occasional seminudity. What strikes you as hilarious is the coyness, the sidelong glances, smiles, grimaces hinting at things that will never be
shown on the screen. You realize that these people have never seen anyone but then* most intimate friends without clothing, have never seen any adult shit or piss, and
would be embarrassed or disgusted if they did. Why did children say "pee-pee" and "poo-poo," and then giggle? Yon have read scholarly books about taboos on "bodily
functions,'' but why was shitting worse than sneezing?."That's none of your business!" Nolan reddened. "Besides, it's all over now.".I smiled. "Hello, I'm Bert Mallory. I just
moved in to number five. Miss Nesbitt tells me you like to.160."Good evening," said Amos. "I'm exploring the ship and I have very little time. I have to be up at four o'clock in
the morning. So can you tell me what I must be sure to avoid because it would be so silly and uninteresting that I would learn nothing from it?".some reason beyond the
Grand Canyon for her wanting to move to Arizona? She insisted it was strictly.So Amos took off the prince's clothes and the sailor took them to the brig and returned with
Amos' rags. When he had dressed and was about to go with the grey man to lunch, his sleeve brushed the grey man's arm. The grey man stopped and frowned so deeply
his face became almost black. "These clothes are wet and the ones you wore were dry."."I don't know where it came from," Song told the group that night. "I don't even
quite believe in it..selfish desire to be one of the first ones through the Gateway?".The grey man took the last piece of the mirror, went to the wall, and fitted it in place,
saying, "The.pinhole drilled in one side. The pinhole was cold when he touched it with his fingers. Startled, thinking he
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